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($TSP:$Raveling Salesman Problem) $n$
$TSP$
1970 $TSP$ $NP$- ([7]).
$(c(x, y)+c(y, z)\geq c(z, x))$ $TSP$ 2 (
$d$ $)$ $-/-\}$ ’
$TSP$ $(x_{1}, y_{1})$ $(x_{2}, y_{2})$
$\sqrt{(x_{1}-x_{2})^{2}+(y_{1}-y_{2})}2$ $TSP$ $TSP$
$TSP$ $NP$- ([5],[10]). Karp $(1+\epsilon)$ ( $1<\epsilon$ )
([S]). Christofides([4])
$TSP$ $\frac{3}{2}$
Arora$([2]),Mitchell([9])$ $TSP$ PTAS Arora
$\frac{1}{2}$ $(1+\epsilon)$- $O(n(\log n)^{c})$ (
$0<\epsilon<1,$ $c=O( \frac{1}{\epsilon}))d$ $O(n(\log n)^{(O(\sqrt{d}c))^{d-1}})$
$O(n^{3}(\log n)^{c})$ PTAS
$n\log n$ 1 $o((\log n)^{O(c)})$
$O(n(\log n)^{O(c)})$
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$TSP$ ( $TSP$ $TSP$ )
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$TSP$ $V\subseteq \mathbb{R}^{3},n$ $V$
$0<\epsilon<1$






Proof. $V\subseteq \mathbb{R}^{3}$ $n\geq 3$ $L$
$V’= \{(1+8\lfloor\frac{8n}{\epsilon L}v_{x}\rfloor, 1+8\lfloor\frac{8n}{\epsilon L}v_{y}\rfloor): (v_{x}, v_{y})\in V\}$ $V’$ (1) (3)
$v_{x}’$ $w_{x}’$
$|v_{x}’-w_{x}’|=8| \lfloor\frac{8n}{\epsilon L}v_{x}\rfloor-\lfloor\frac{8n}{\epsilon L}w_{x}\rfloor|.$
$\leq\frac{64n}{\epsilon L}(|v_{x}-w_{x}|+\frac{\epsilon L}{8n})$ .
$||v’-w’||_{2}=\sqrt{|v_{x}’-w_{x}’|^{2}+|v_{y}’-w_{y}’|^{2}}.$
$\leq\frac{64n}{\epsilon L}\sqrt{||v-w||_{2}^{2}+\frac{\epsilon L}{4n}2||v-w||_{2}+2(\frac{\epsilon L}{8n})^{2}}.$
$= \frac{64n}{\epsilon L}||v-w||_{2}+16.$
$||v-w||_{2}\leq L$ $||v’-w’||_{2} \leq\frac{64n}{\epsilon}+16$ $V$’ (2) $V’$
$V’$
$\frac{\epsilon}{2}$ PTAS $\ell’$ $(1+ \frac{\epsilon}{2})OPT(V’)$
$-T$’ $v_{x}= \frac{v’-1}{8}\frac{\epsilon L}{8n}+r_{vx},$ $v_{y}= \frac{v’-1}{8}\frac{\epsilon L}{8n}+r_{vy},$ $0\leq r_{vx},$ $r_{vy} \leq\frac{\epsilon L}{8n}$







$T’$ $\ell$ $\frac{\epsilon L}{8n}(\frac{\ell’}{8}+2n)$ $||v’-w’||_{2}\leq$
$\frac{64n}{\epsilon L}||v-w||_{2}+16$ $V’$ $OPT$( $V$’)
$OPT$( $V$’) $\leq\frac{64n}{\epsilon L}OPT(V)+16n.$
$=8( \frac{8n}{\epsilon L}OPT(V)+2n)$ .
$\ell\leq\frac{\epsilon L}{8n}(2n+\frac{\ell’}{8})$ .
$=(1+ \frac{\epsilon}{2})OPT(V)+\frac{\epsilon L}{2}+\frac{\epsilon^{2}L}{8}.$







$G_{i}=X_{i}\cup Y_{i}$ $(i=1, \ldots, N-1)$ .
$X_{i}=\{[(0, k2^{N-i}),$ $(2^{N}, k2^{N-i})]|k=0,1,2,$
$\ldots,$
$2^{i}-1\},$
$Y_{i}=\{[(j2^{N-i}, 0),$ $(j2^{N-i}, 2^{N})]|j=0,1,2,$
$\ldots,$
$2^{i}-1\}.$
$( [(x, y), (x’, y’)]$ $(x, y)$ $(x’, y’)$ $)$ a, $b\in$
151
$\{0,2,4, \ldots, 2^{N}-2\}$
$G_{i}^{(a,b)}=X_{i}^{(b)}\cup Y_{i}^{(a)}$ $(i=1, \ldots, N-1)$ .
$X_{i}^{(b)}=\{[(0, (b+k2^{N-i})mod 2^{N}),$ $(2^{N}, (b+k2^{N-i})mod 2^{N})]|k=0,1,2,$ $\ldots,$ $2^{i}-1\}.$
$Y_{i}^{(a)}=\{[((a+j2^{N-i})mod 2^{N},$ $0),$ $((a+j2^{N-i})mod 2^{N},$ $2^{N})]|j=0,1,2$ , $\cdots$ , $2^{i}-1\}.$
$g$
$g\in G_{1}^{(a,b)}$ 1 $g\in G_{i}^{(a,)}\backslash G_{i-1}^{(ab)}(i=2,3,4, \ldots, N-1)$
$i$ $G_{i}^{(a,b)}$ $j,$ $k\in\{0,1,2, \ldots, 2^{i}-1\}$
$\{(x, y)\in[0,2^{N})\cross[0,2^{N})|(x-a-j2^{N-i})mod 2^{N}<2^{N-i},$ $(y-b-k2^{N-i})$ mod $2^{N}<2^{N-i}\}.$
5 1 2 4
1
8 $G_{N-1}$
$V$ 1 $T$ $G_{N-1}$ $g$ $T$ $g$
$\sigma(T, g)$
Proposition 2.2 $TSP$ $V$ $T$
$\sum_{g\in G_{N-1}}cr(T, g)\leq OPT(V)$
Proof. $T$ 1 $s$ $x$ $y$
$s^{2}=x^{2}+y^{2}$ $G_{N-1}$ 2 $G_{N-1}$
$\frac{x}{2}+1+u+12$ $x+y\leq\sqrt{2}s$ ( $(x-y)^{2}\geq 0$ ) $s\geq 8$ (
) $G$ $\not\subset_{2}2_{S+2\leq s}$ $T$
1




$C=7+ \lceil\frac{36}{\epsilon}\rceil,$ $P=N \lceil\frac{6}{\epsilon}\rceil$
$g=[(0, (b+k2^{N-i})mod 2^{N}),$ $(2^{N}, (b+k2^{N-i})mod 2^{N})]$ $i$




Lemma 2.3 ( ) $V\subset \mathbb{R}^{3}$ $TSP$ $T$
$V$
$g$ $V$ $z$ $V$
$T$ 9 3 2
$6z$
Proof. $g$ $T$ $g$ $h$ ( $h\geq 3$ )g
$e_{1},$
$\ldots,$
$e_{h}$ $e_{m}(m=1,2, \ldots, h)$ 2 $q_{m},$ $r_{m}\in \mathbb{R}^{3}$
$\{q_{m}, r_{m}\}$ 1 $q_{i}$ $g$ $r_{i}$
$T’$ u $= L\frac{h-1}{2}$ $(h-2\leq 2u\leq h-1)$ $T”$ $T’$ $\{q_{1}, r_{1}\},$
$\ldots,$
$\{q_{2u},r_{2u}\}$







$\ldots,$ $r_{2u}$ $Q$ $R$
$3z$ $T”+Q+R$ $g$ $h-2u\leq 2$
$V$ 9 2
9 $q_{i}$ $g$ $r_{i}$
$Q$ $R$ $2z$




c $=7+ \lceil\frac{36}{\epsilon}\rceil,$ $P=N \lceil\frac{6}{\epsilon}\rceil$ $a,$ $b$ $\{0,2, \ldots, 2^{N}-2\}$
$\frac{1}{2}$ $(1+\epsilon)OPT(V)$
Proof. $V$ $T$ $T$ $g$
$i$
$\frac{2^{N-l-1}}{P}$ $f$ $g$ $i$








$j,$ $k\in\{0, \ldots, 2^{i}-2\}$




9 $\underline{c}rL^{\tau}\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} C-7$
$C-7$ ( $C-3$ 4 ) c$(g, i, a, b)$
$i$
$g$ $g$ level $(g)$
$g$
$\sum_{i\geq level(g)}c(g, i, a, b)6\cdot 2^{N-i}$
$\sum$ $c(g, i, a, b) \leq\frac{cr(T,g)}{C-7}$
$i\geq level(g)$
$\sum_{j=1}^{N-1}f(g,j)\sum_{i\geq j}c(g,i, a, b)6\cdot 2^{N-i}\leq\frac{12cr(T,g)}{C-7}.$
$C-4$
2 4 $C$













(b) (b) inner edges
1 (b)
3.2
$1.\{0,2, \ldots, 2^{N}-2\}$ a $b$
2. $a$ RO $=\{([0,2^{N}]\cross[0,2^{N}], V)\}$
3.$Fori:=1$ to $N-1$ do:
$G_{i}^{(a,b)}$ $R_{i}:=\emptyset$
For $|V_{r}|\geq 2$ $(r, V_{r})\in R_{i-1}$ do:
$G_{i}^{(a,b)}$ 4 $r_{1},$ $r_{2},$ $r_{3},$ $r_{4}(r_{1}\cup r_{2}\cup r_{3}\cup r_{4}=r)$
$(r_{1}, V_{r} r_{1}),$ $(r_{2}, V_{r} r_{2}),$ $(r_{3}, V_{r} r_{3}),$ $(r_{4}, V_{r} r_{4})$
4.$Fori:=N-1$ to 1 do:
For $r\in R_{i}$ do:
$r\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}$
If $|V_{r}|\leq 1$ then
else 4
$5.R_{4}$ 4 V
$[(0,0), (0,2^{N})],$ $[(2^{N-1},0), (2^{N-1},2^{N})],$ $[(0, b), (2^{N}, b)],$ $[(0, (b+2^{N-1})$
$mod 2^{N}),$ $(2^{N}, (b+2^{N-1} mod 2^{N}))]$ $[(0,0), (0,2^{N})]$





$i,$ $j,$ $k,$ $l$
$(\begin{array}{l}Pi\end{array})(\begin{array}{l}Pj\end{array})(\begin{array}{l}Pk\end{array})(\begin{array}{l}P\iota\end{array})$ $PM(2n)$ $K_{2n}$ $PM(2n)= \frac{(2n)1}{2^{n}n1}$
$(\begin{array}{l}nm\end{array})\leq n^{m},$ $PM(2n)\leq(2n)$ ! 1
$\sum (\begin{array}{l}Pi\end{array})(\begin{array}{l}Pj\end{array})(\begin{array}{l}Pk\end{array})(\begin{array}{l}Pl\end{array})PM(i+j+k+l)$ .









$(P+1)^{4C}$ $(8C)!$ (inner edge 4 outer
edge 4 ) 1
$O((P+1)^{8C}(4C)!(8C)!)$
9
$A$ $r\in R_{i}$ $0$ 4 $S$ A
4
1 $S$ 2
$|S| \leq\frac{n}{2}$ $A$ $N$ $A$ 1 $S$
$N \frac{n}{2}$ $\frac{5}{2}Nn$
9 A
$N=O( \log\frac{n}{\epsilon})$ ( (2) $\frac{64n}{\epsilon}+16$ ) , $C=$
$O( \frac{1}{\epsilon}),$ $P=O( \frac{N}{\epsilon})$
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